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Culture of Collaboration and Innovation

- Industry – ERC Synergy
  - Advanced R&D
  - Relevance to Society

- Addressing the Gap Between Conception and Commercialization
Benefits of Collaboration with the ERC

Membership

• Early access to the latest innovations in smart lighting
• IP rights
• Input into center research direction
• One vote on the Industrial Advisory Board
• Global connections through our academic and industrial partners
• Reduced rates for facilities use
• Option for Staff-in-Residence
• Access to students with business know-how
• Priority and reduced rates on courses and programs

ERC Full Membership is Gateway to Sponsored Research for Strategically-Related Shorter-Term Research
Industrial Advisory Board

- Chair: Majeed Foad
  Applied Materials
- Matt Stough
  Osram-Sylvania
- Douglas Castor
  InterDigital
- John Taranto
  Thorlabs
- Leo Schowalter
  Crystal-IS
- Kevin Donegan
  C9 Corporation